Farewell to The Indomitables, the outgoing batch of 2020

Sat Paul Mittal School witnessed a grand event as the students of Class XI bid farewell to ‘The
Indomitables’, the outgoing batch of 2020. Ms. Anna Kler, alumni of the school who was
conferred with the title of Ms. India, Punjab 2018 was invited as the Chief Guest. The farewell
was based on the theme of F. R. I. E. N. D. S. which made the students and the teachers even
more exhilarated.
The occasion began with a power packed entry of the Grade XII students and an interactive
session with them and the teachers. The event witnessed an amalgamation of exuberant
performances by the students. The foot tapping dance performances by the students of Grade
XII left their batchmates enthralled. The various dances indeed had set the ball rolling. The
various melodies sung by Mehak, Diva, Harnoor and Hiyanoor left everyone in the hall
astounded. The speeches delivered by Palkin and Hriday left everyone nostalgic. The Grade
XI students also took this golden opportunity and performed a band performance which made
everyone emotional. The showstopper was the Grand Finale which had indeed set the stage
on fire. After an exciting question answer round and the various performances and the ramp
walk, the title of Mr. and Ms. Satyan were conferred upon Mr. Aditya Goyal and Ms. Mehak
Bakhshi. The Indomitables got the titles based on the characters of the F.R.I.E.N.D.S show
which was another unique element in the show. The students were given the Momentos and
the Souvenir as a token of appreciation. The event came to a close with the Vote of Thanks
delivered by Ritin Malhotra of Grade XII. Ms. Anna Kler shared her happiness on the success
of the show and also shared a few words with the students, talking about her school
memories which she still cherishes. Ms. Bhupinder Gogia, Principal, Sat Paul Mittal School,
appreciated the commendable efforts of all and wished everyone luck for their future. The
show was indeed a success.
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